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when i was a child, i was afraid of the dark and i was afraid of being
alone. when i got older, i stopped being afraid of the dark, but i
started being afraid of being alone. so i made my movie, “the last
stand”. when the original “the last stand” was released, i made a
sequel, “the last stand ii”, which was well received. then i made “the
last stand iii”, which was even better than the second one. then the
third movie got cancelled, so i made “the last stand iv”, which was
the first movie in the “brutal” series, and it was even better than “the
last stand iii”. the fourth movie was called “brutal” because i felt that
the third movie was too sympathetic towards the villains. i think that
there is a case to be made that many people who come to the us are
just looking for a better life. but i do not think that any of those
people are going to settle for some half-assed version of a better life.
if they are going to settle for anything they want the full benefit. it is
telling that almost 15 years on from 9/11 the pentagon strike is
decided the lesser cultural touchstone. yes there were far fewer
deaths, but i think thats not the only reason. as much as other
americans love to hate new york it really is an avatar for a significant
aspect of our culture. its a place where anyone, from anywhere in the
world can come, work hard, and become a new yorkers and hence
american. new york is the real america if you really hate it and think it
is unamerican (and not just playfully hate it) than you dont belong in
the united states. you belong in some rural village somewhere in
europe or asia or africa where you can live out your life in an
indigenous culture.
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i do think (not that i have ever read this, havent seen the movie, and
dont know what its about) that in the end, groundhog day is a kind of
reflection of a lot of our lives. the movie is about the way that our day

to day routines go on, and how their repetitiveness becomes
ingrained over time, and how the way we live with that routine is the

best we can do. some people can get by with a little more
development, and some can get by with a little less. i think this movie
actually explores that, and how the balance between the two is right

for most people. the concept of the restart button is important.
everyone who enters the movie recognizes it, and should know that

they can shut it off at any time. the film itself isnt interested in giving
them the point of view of the people around them, unless you want

that to be present. (my wife, for example, doesnt like the movie,
because she thinks it makes the lead character look like a
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psychopath. i guess its one interpretation, but not necessarily the
only one.) speaking of hobbies, if youre looking for one of the best

movies for a good laugh you might want to check out the wet bandits.
i feel like a lot of times thats what i look for in movies, especially now
that i rarely watch movies. as mentioned earlier, the best way to do
that is to join a meetup group. i think sometimes its just as effective

as a movie. “the theory of everything”, is probably my most
controversial movie. it may appear to be the polar opposite of my

previous movies, but its really not. what i was trying to achieve was to
show how the scientific method can be applied to the study of the
paranormal. this was my first attempt at a spiritual themed movie.
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